Let X and Y be complex neighborhoods of M and N respectively, then, X=C l^( z l ,z 1 '), Y={z<=C?;zi=Q},
Here, the inner product of TX and T*X is defined by -Re(zf 1 CiH ----
•f w n C»), and w = u + iv, C = ? + ^. Definition 1.1. We can define the conormal spherical bundle of Af+ in -ST as a closed subset of S*X in the following way: SjkX= {Or; i-rf) £ES M *X; x^O} U {(0, x' ; d, ^Y) e^^X; Re CM oreover we define ; G + = { (0, x' ; Ci, ^V ) e 5^*X; Re Ci>0>
nM+/x',SM-<-X->M+ (projection).
Then easily to see, these depend only on M and N, and have intrinsic meanings. Especially,
S£JC=G + \JI\JH + , G + = G + \JI, H + =H + (JL

Now we define the comonoidal transformation of X with center
Then M£* will be canonically equipped with a topological structure, and the projection mapping becomes continuous. ,x,m^X (cf. S-K-K, [10] Moreover it is important that the solution "u(xy of Pu = F is micro locally unique at any point on G+ if it exists.
Consequently the study will be reduced to the study in the sense of micro local theory. Hence for the study of this problem we can use the standard methods, "Weierstrass'es division theorem for F.D.O.", or "quantized contact transformations which keep 5^+X", though by these operations the property of P as a differential operator is lost. So it will be convenient to formulate non-characteristic boundary value problems in the sense of micro local theory. ->iS*N is a proper mapping. Clearly the fiber of this mapping is a finite set, and the number of this set including the multiplicity is locally constant. Then we call this number the essential order of P, Remark. By Weierstrass' division theorem for 5F.D.O., the abovementioned P is decomposed in the following way; P = P 1 -P 2 , where, P l9 /, P z is elliptic, and In virtue of Proposition 2.2, the analysis of this problem on G+ is easy, and the following result is obtained. 
